An innovative solution to avoid problem associated with top down parsing
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Abstract: Compiler has different phases or passes. Each phase having important significance but parser does very crucial role in compilation process. This paper has discusses basic issues in parsing & generation of parse tree or derivation tree for different token identifier by using lexical analyzer and then pass to parser for further process to get intermediate code generation. This paper explains the types of parsers to generate string of executable code. Each approach having significant benefit and drawback, and also suffer with some bottleneck. This paper focuses on certain problem in top down parsing approach & its efficient solution to generate the machine dependent effective code.
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I. Introduction :

Compiler translate the source code to machine code equivalent code by mean of series of different phases. The second phase of the compiler is syntax analysis or parsing. [1].A parsing or syntax analysis is a process which takes the input string W and produces either a parse tree (syntactic structure) or generate syntactic error. Syntax analyzer (parser) basically checks for syntax of the language. Syntax analyzer which takes the token from lexical analyzer and group of them in a such a way that some programming structure (syntax) can be recognized. After grouping the token if at all, any syntax cannot be recognized then syntactic error will be generate and the overall process is called syntax checking of the programming language.

For example   sum=  num +10; the programming statement is first given to lexical analyzer. The lexical analyzer will divide it into group of tokens. The syntax analyzer takes the token as a input and generate a parse tree. The parse tree dawn above is for some programming statement. It has shown how the statement gets parsed according to their syntactic specification.

II. Current work on Parsing Techniques

There are two parsing technique, these parsing technique work on following principal.
1. The parser scan the input string from left to right and identifies that the derivation is leftmost or rightmost
2. The parser make use of production rule for choosing the appropriate derivation. The different parsing technique use the different approaches in selecting the appropriate rule for derivation. And finally a parse tree is constructed

2.1 Type of Parser

Bottom Up Parser : When the Parse tree can be generated from leaves to root then such type of parser is called Bottom Up Parser, this the parse tree is built in bottom up fashion

Top Down Parser :

When the Parse tree can be generated from root and expanded to leave then such type of parser is called Top Down Parser, as a name implies parse tree can be built from top to bottom

The derivation terminal when the required input string terminate. The leftmost derivation matches this requirement. The main task of top down parser is to find the appropriate production rule in order to produce the correct input string. We understand the process with the help of example.

Consider the grammar
S → a P c , P → b d | b.
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Consider the input string “abc” is shown:

```
| a | b | C |
```

Input Buffer
Now we construct the parse tree for above grammar deriving the input string. And for this derivation we will make use of top down approach.

Fig (a)

**step 1**

```
      s
    /   |
   a     p

Fig (a)
```

**step 2**

```
      s
    /   |
   a     p
    /   / |
  b   b   d
```

Fig (b)
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III. Basic Issue in parsing:

There are three important issue in parsing in front of any parser designer

i) Specification of syntax, its most critical issue in parsing for any parser generator. Specification of syntax tells us how to write any programming statement.

Guideline for deal with this issue is

a) This specification should be precise and unambiguous
b) This specification should be in detail, i.e., should cover all the detail of programming language
c) This specification should be complete which checked by using Context Free Grammar (CFG) which generate the language L.

ii) Representation of input after parsing, another important issue in parsing is representation of input after parsing, because all subsequent phase of compiler take the information from parse tree being generated. The information suggested by any input programming statement should not be differed after building the syntax tree for it.

iii) Parsing Algorithm, is another most crucial issue because based on which we get the parse tree for given input.

IV. Solution for top down parsing:

There are certain problem in top down parsing. In order to implement the parser we need to eliminate those problem. Let us discuss with those problem and how to remove them.

4.1 Backtracking: Backtracking is the technique in which for expansion of non-terminal symbol we choose one alternative and if some mismatch occurs, we try another alternative if any.

For example. Consider the grammar $S \rightarrow a \; P \; c, \; P \rightarrow b \; d \; | \; b$. String “abc”.

If for Non terminal there are multiple production rule beginning with same input symbol then to get the correct derivation we need to try all these alternative. Secondly, in backtracking we need to move levels upward in order to check the possibilities. This increase lots of overhead in implementation of parsing, hence its necessary to eliminate the backtracking by modifying the grammar.

4.2 Left Recursion: The process of calling itself again and again it called recursion. The left recursion grammar is a grammar which is given below.
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A → A α
here -→ means deriving the input in one or more steps. The A can be non terminal and α denote input string.
Left Recursion is present in the grammar then it creates series problems. because of left recursion the top down parser can enter the infinite loop.

Thus expansion of A cause further expansion of A and due to generate of A, Aα,Aαα,Aααα, .......... the input pointer will not be advanced. this caused major problem in top down parser and therefore eliminating of left recursion is must.
To eliminating left recursion we need to modify the grammar.

Let , G be a CFG having production rule with left recursion

A → A α
β ———— (1)

Then Eliminating left recursion by re writing the production rule as
A → βA'
A' → α
A' ———— (2)

Input
B A α A

4.3 Left factoring :
If the grammar is left factored then it became suitable for use. Basically left factoring used when it is not clear that which of two alternative is used to expand the non-terminal. By left factoring we may able to retrieve the production in which the decision can be deferred until enough of input is seen to make the right choice.
In general if
A → αβ1 | αβ2 is a production then it is not possible to take decision whether go for 1st rule or 2nd rule.
Then Left factorization method is A → αA', A → β1β2. For example: consider the following grammar
S → iEtS|iEtSeS|a
E → b,
The left factored grammar become
S → iEtSS'|a
4.4 Ambiguity: The ambiguous grammar is not desirable in top down parsing. Hence we need to remove the ambiguity from the grammar if its present

Example: \( E \rightarrow E + E | E * E | \text{id} \) is an ambiguous grammar. We will design the parse tree for
\( \text{id} \ + \text{id} * \text{id} \) follows

To remove the Ambiguity we use one rule: if grammar has left associativity operator (such as +, - , *, \) then induce the left recursion and if grammar has right associative operator (exponential operator) then include the recursion.

The unambiguous grammar is
\[
E \rightarrow E + T | T \\
T \rightarrow T * F | F \\
F \rightarrow \text{id}
\]
V. Conclusion

We observed that top down parser is suffer with backtracking, left recursion, left factorization and ambiguity with my greatest bottleneck to generate the intermediate code with good efficiency. This Paper give us simple approach and idea to how to deal with those problem. Top Down parser take the token and process through elimination of left recursion and left factored grammar give us recursive decent parser where we remove backtracking yield predictive parser. Next we remove recursion and stored information in symbol table and finally get a non-recursive predictive parser.
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